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conditions of data collection
various conditions
The optimum values
for Ao
and r\
r , are found
found for various
A0 and
values for
The
of many
function of
minimizerfrom
fromthe
the NAG
NAG library1
libraryi called
called E04JBE.
E04JBE. This
This routine
routine finds
finds the minimum of a function
minimizer
evaluations are required
100 function evaluations
20 to 100
parameters after
after numerous
evaluations of
of the
the function.
function. From 20
numerous evaluations
parameters
for the
the cases
cases studied
studied here
here in
in which
whichjust
just two
twoparameters
parametersare
arevaried.
varied. Table
Table 11 tabulates
tabulates the
the results
results obtained
obtained
for
low-contrast
thelowdetectability ofofthe
the detectability
previously with
with constrained
constrained ART
ART for
for optimization
optimization with
with respect
respect to the
contrast
previously
factors,
the
with
useful
generally
found
discs.
The
nonnegativity
constraint
was
found
to
be
generally
useful
with
nominal
relaxation
factors,
discs.
even
produced
Optimization
geometry.
particularly when
when the
the data are
produced even further
further
measurement geometry.
the measurement
limited by the
are limited
particularly
might
improvementsinin detectability.
detectability. Very
Very large
large relaxation
relaxation factors
factors are
are preferred,
preferred, in
in fact
fact much
much larger
larger than might
improvements
the
undoing the
of undoing
effect of
theeffect
has the
constraint has
nonnegativity constraint
the nonnegativity
when itit is
is realized
realized that
that the
However, when
expected. However,
be expected.
overrelaxation
seems reasonable that
agreement
each measurement
measurement that
that should result from an update, it seems
that overrelaxation
agreement with each
complete
are complete
is desirable.
desirable. Neither the use of nonnegativity nor optimization has
has much benefit
benefit when
when the
the data
data are
noisy.
but noisy.
estimation are
position estimation
accuracy of position
The results
results of optimizing
constrainedART
ARTwith
with respect
respect to
to the accuracy
optimizing constrained
The
similar
very similar
yields very
localizability yields
to localizability
respect to
with respect
presented in Table 2.
2. As
As a general observation, optimization with
optimization
the optimization
improvement is made in the
which improvement
by which
factors by
the factors
operating points for Ao
and r\.
ra. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
AQ and
for
same for
the same
ones is nearly the
optimized ones
function
by moving
moving from
from the
the nominal
nominal relaxation
relaxation parameters
parameters to
to the optimized
function by
cr& are
effect of artifacts
the effect
each data-taking
data -takingsituation.
situation.ItIt appears
appears that the
artifacts on
on 1l/d
/d'; and crA
are similar.
similar. Perhaps
Perhaps this
this
each
placement
randomized placement
the randomized
from the
arising from
artifacts arising
fact is a consequence
of the
the randomization
randomization produced
produced in the artifacts
consequence of
effects
the effects
performance index.
average performance
calculate the average
of the
the discs
discs in
in the
the many
many scenes
scenes that
that are used to calculate
index. Then the
measurements.
the measurements.
in the
noise in
random noise
of additive random
those of
similarly to those
behave similarly
artifacts might
might be expected to behave
of artifacts
recon
ART reconunconstrained ART
in unconstrained
localizability in
to localizability
conclusions regarding
The conclusions
regarding the
the optimization
optimization with respect to
improve
littleimproveRelatively little
detectability. Relatively
previously drawn about detectability.
essentially the same as those previously
structions are essentially
structions
nominal relaxation
ment in localizability
achievedby
byoptimization
optimizationcompared
comparedtotothat
that obtained
obtained with the nominal
localizability isis achieved
ment
optimized
A* yields
value of unity for AK
cases, a value
factors. In the
yields essentially
essentiallythe
the same
same results
results as
as the optimized
noiseless cases,
the noiseless
factors.
for
desirable for
seems desirable
data itit seems
However, for noisy data
common practice. However,
with common
agreement with
values,
choice that
that is in agreement
values, aa choice
reasonable
are
choices
These
small.
be
small.
These
choices
are
reasonable
should
A0
views,
many
are
there
when
and,
unity
than
less
be
to
r\
rA to be less than unity and, when there are many views, Ao should
for noisy
noisy but
but complete
complete data,
significant averaging
as they
they promote significant
averaging over
overall
allthe
the views.
views. As
As aa rule
rule of thumb, for
as
few
for
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of
number
the
of
reciprocal
the
to
equal
reciprocal
of views for the
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the relaxation factor should be approximately
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low-constrast
the low
of the
Table 1:
Table
1: Summary
Summary of
of the
the effect
effectof
ofoptimization
optimizationwith
withrespect
respectto
tothe
the detectability
detectability index dd'1 of
- constrast
improvement in
Dramatic improvement
[1]). Dramatic
discs in
discs
in reconstructions
reconstructions provided
provided by
by constrained
constrained ART
ART (repeated
(repeated from
from Ref.
Ref. [1]).
detectability is
is seen
seen to
tobe
bepossible
possiblewhen
whenthe
themeasurement
measurementgeometry
geometrylimits
limitsinterpretation
interpretation of
of the
the reconstruction
reconstruction

rather
rather than noise
noise in
in the
the data.
number
proj.
100
100
88
12
12
16
16
16
16

A0
AO
(deg.)
180
180
180
180
180
180
90
90
180
180

Tins
rms
noise
noise
88
00
00
00
22

nominal
Ao
Ao
0.2
0.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

r),
rx
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

d'

Ao
AO

1.825
1.825
0.653
0.653
2.054
2.054
2.050
2.050
2.372
2.372

0.052
0.052
3.45
3.45
2.96
2.96
2.78
2.78
3.01
3.01

optimized
r),
d'
rA
1.908
0.859
0.859
1.908
4.91
0.959
4.91
0.959
0.975
0.975 23.46
23.46
6.30
0.967
6.30
0.967
2.747
0.712
2.747
0.712

discs
trast discs
high-cons
thehigh
ofthe
localizability of
the localizability
to the
effect of optimization with respect to
Table
Table 2:
2: Summary
Summary of the effect
- constrast
pixels.
termsofofpixels.
interms
given in
<r& isis given
localizability oo
object localizability
reconstructions obtained
obtained with constrained ART. The object
in reconstructions

number
proj.
100
100
88
12
12
16
16
16
16

A0
AO
(deg.)
180
180
180
180
180
180
90
90
180
180

rms
noise
noise
88
00
00
00
22

Ao
AO
0.2
0.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

nominal
ra
oo
0"A
r\
0.182
0.8 0.182
0.8
0.472
0.8 0.472
0.8
0.236
0.8 0.236
0.8
0.426
0.8 0.426
0.8
0.160
0.8 0.160
0.8

optimized
Ao
AO
0.046
0.046
3.24
3.24
2.80
2.80
2.41
2.41
2.93
2.93

ra
r\
0.920
0.920
0.977
0.977
0.989
0.989
0.998
0.998
0.811
0.811

a

(TA
0.174
0.174
0.104
0.104
0.0277
0.0277
0.149
0.149
0.130
0.130

Discussion
Discussion
In many
many of
of the
the imaging
imaging situations
situations studied,
studied, the optimization of constrained ART
ART realized
realized through
through a judi
judiwhen
especially when
objects, especially
of objects,
localizability of
significantly increase
can significantly
cious
cious selection
selectionof
ofthe
therelaxation
relaxation factor
factor can
increase the
the localizability
improvement
littleimprovement
ART, little
unconstrained ART,
For unconstrained
noiseless projections.
of noiseless
number of
limited number
consist of a limited
the
the data consist
projections. For
can
can be
be achieved
achieved through
through optimization.
optimiza
without optimizaand without
accuracy of object
The accuracy
object localization
localization for
for constrained
constrained and unconstrained ART, with and
performance
the performance
for the
functions for
tion,
tion, follows
followsthe
thesame
samepattern
pattern found
found earlier
earlier for
for detectability.
detectability. The
The optimization
optimization functions
function
low-contrast
oflowdetection of
and detection
of the
the tasks of position estimation and
contrast objects
objects show
show similar
similar trends as aa function
parameters
these parameters
of these
terms of
of
of the
the two
two relaxation
relaxation parameters
parameters AO
Aoand
andr\.
ra. The optimum operating points in terms
is
conclusion is
Thisconclusion
tasks. This
these tasks.
of these
both of
same for both
vary
vary with
with the
the data-taking
data -taking situation
situation but
but they are nearly the same
high-frequency
the
on
dependent
more
is
localization
object
of
task
the
because
surprising
little
a
perhaps
perhaps
surprising because the task of object localization is more dependent on the high- frequency
optimization had
varied in the optimization
being varied
simple detection
content of
content
of the
the image
image than
than is
is simple
detection [6].
[6]. If the parameters being
final
separate
effectson
onthe
the modulation
modulationtransfer
transferfunction
function(MTF)
(MTF)and
and the
the correlation
correlation of
of the
the noise
noise in
in the
the final
separate effects
similarity
observed similarity
images,
images,aa different
differentresult
resultmight
mighthave
havebeen
beenanticipated.
anticipated. Part
Part of the explanation for the observed
not
is not
images is
final images
the final
of the
resolution of
the resolution
reconstruction, the
image reconstruction,
caseofofimage
presentcase
thepresent
inthe
that, in
in the results is that,
of random
reconstruction of
affected
affectedmuch
muchby
bythe
therelaxation
relaxationfactors.
factors. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, the realization in the reconstruction
noise
whichnoise
situationsininwhich
the situations
in the
is in
noise
noise present
presentinin the
the projection
projection measurements
measurements can
canbe
be affected.
affected. Thus
Thus it is
differences in
some differences
observe some
we observe
that we
measurements that
is
is added
added to the measurements
in the
the optimization
optimization functions
functions based
based on
on the
the
performance
performance of
of these
these two
two tasks.
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It is
is possible
possible that one
one may
may desire
desire to
to optimize
optimize an
an imaging
imaging system
system with respect to
to the
the performance
performance of
more
that the
theindividual
individual optimization
optimization functions
more than
than one
one task and that
might not have
minima. This
This
functions might
have the same
same minima.
type
seen, for
3. In
Insuch
suchaacase
caseone
onecan
cancombine
combinethe
type of behavior
behavior is
is seen,
for example,
example, in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
thevarious
variousoptimization
optimization
functions
single grand
functions into
into aa single
grand optimization
optimization function by weighting
weighting each
eachindividual
individual function
function appropriately.
appropriately. The
optimum
operating
point
would
strike
a
balance
that are
optimum operating point would strike balance between
between the
the operating points that
are best
bestfor
foreach
each of
of the
the
constituent tasks.
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